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What We Don’t Know
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Two Papers are the Basis for this Talk
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What Happens When We Don’t Learn?

So what do we get 
for all our KM efforts?

We don’t 
know what 

to learn

We ignore 
learning from 

mistakes

We blame 
others/events 

for our 
failings

We pretend 
that we’ve 

learned 
something

We HOPE it 
won’t happen 

again

because

because

means

means

because
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We Pretend to Learn
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Five Big Reasons Why We Don’t 
Learn the Important Lessons

1. We document (LL) rather than discuss

2. We focus on the technical root causes

3. We ignore the organizational lessons

4. We let people write their own histories

5. We don’t understand our reasons for success
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Some Examples to Consider 

1.Tenerife Airline Disaster: 1977

2.Bhopal India Tragedy: 1984

3.Challenger Accident: 1986

NOTE: These were 30-40 years ago!
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Tenerife Air Disaster: March 27, 1977

• Two fully laden 747 
Jumbo Jets collide on 
the runway at Tenerife 
Airport
– The KLM jet was trying to 

take off and the Pan Am 
jet was taxi-ing off the 
runway

• 583 people died and 61 
people survived (all 
from the Pan Am plane)

Computer generated graphic depicting 
how the airplanes collided.
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The Organizational Causes

• The Pan Am jet failed to exit the 
runway at the point indicated and 
failed to inform the tower that they 
were in fact still on the runway 

• The KLM crew were facing a 
mandatory crew rest if they didn’t 
take off; the KLM captain concluded 
on his own that Pan Am ‘must be 
clear now’

• The tower failed to clearly 
communicate and were perhaps 
pre-occupied with a football match 
being shown on television; nor 
were they accustomed to dealing 
with many large jumbo jets at one 
time in the small airport

Neither plane was scheduled to be at Tenerife; they had both been 
diverted from Las Palmas to Tenerife due to a bomb threat at the 
main airport.
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Bhopal, India: December 2, 1984

1
1



Union Carbide Plant: Bhopal, India

• A leak of methyl isocyanate gas 
spread into a neighborhood

• Consequences:

– An estimated 3000 people died from 
gas inhalation with another 5000 
dying later

– Many thousands injured, disabled or 
died prematurely

– As many as 500,000 people affected
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The Organizational Causes
• Marginal understanding of 

chemical hazards and plant 
design by operating staff

• Local encouragement of 
development near plant

• “Get it done” attitude—when  
in doubt ‘go ahead’ mgmt.

• No integrated risk mgmt. 
connecting the individual 
actions of turning off multiple 
safety systems

• Reduced safety staff did not 
coordinate their actions
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The Challenger Space Shuttle: 
January 28, 1986

The Rogers Commission, which 
investigated the incident, determined:

– The SRB joint failed when jet flames burned 
through both o-rings in the joint

– NASA had long known about recurrent 
damage to o-rings

– Increasing levels of o-ring damage had been 
tolerated over time

• Based upon the rationale that “nothing bad 
has happened yet” (prove failure first)

• Management unable to hear engineers

• Engineers unable to communicate message 
succinctly to management
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Common Reasons for Failure

• Complacency due to prior superior safety performance (everything is going great!)

• Normalizing safety critical requirements where tolerance rises to equal prior 
experience levels

• Ineffective Risk Assessments of systems allowing small catastrophic risks to be 
accepted

• Reversing the Burden of Proof when evaluating safety of operations to “prove it will 
fail” or go ahead

• Employees Not Speaking Freely of their safety concerns or not being heard (no 
action taken)

• Business Pressures at odds especially with unclear safety priorities and hard specific 
business goals

• Failure to Learn and apply lessons for improving our culture based on prior failures 
or close-calls
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So What Did We Really Learn?

• We learned nothing about 747 operations from the 1977 
Tenerife Air Disaster. Nothing.
– Every management lesson was also known.

• We learned no new chemical processes from the 1984 Bhopal 
Tragedy. Nothing.  
– Every management lesson was also known.

• We learned nothing about the physics of O-rings from the 1986 
Challenger Accident. Nothing.
– Every management lesson was also known.
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Title (black hidden)

So How Can KM Help Us Get Smarter ?



SEIZE UP or EXCEL FORWARD

The “Policy” View

– Capture

– Collect

– Categorize

– Store

– Search

The “User” View

– Experience

– Exchange

– Collaborate

– Extend 

– Learn

SEIZE (C’s) EXCEL
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What We Were Led to Believe…
(The Pretense of KM)

• Knowledge Flows Can Be Controlled

• Centralized Knowledge is More Useful

• Collection Leads to Increased Utilization 

• Tacit Knowledge Can Be Extracted from People

• Technology Will Save Us !

• Right Info, Right People, Right Time is Key !
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Three Rights Make a Wrong

• Good idea for process control operations

– Air Traffic Control

– Military Logistics Operations

• Bad Idea for Innovation and Research

– Don’t (Can’t Know) What is “RIGHT”

– Need Market Mechanism to Move Knowledge

– Stored Knowledge is “Out of Circulation”

– Ignores Interactive Co-efficient of Production
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The Organizational Knowledge Equation

IC  ( KD - KL  ) =  KU

(        - ) =Interaction
Coefficient

Knowledge
Discovery

Knowledge
Loss

Knowledge
Utilization
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The Knowledge Utilization Equation

(        - ) =Interaction
Coefficient

Knowledge
Discovery

Knowledge
Loss

Knowledge
Utilization

Collaboration
Tools

Innovation &
Creativity

Knowledge
Decay

Project
Execution

Sharing
Culture

Inflow of
Human
Capital

Loss of 
Human
Capital

Customer
Need
Focus
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So How Can a KM Program Help?

• Increase the Co-Efficient
– Increase Internal Organizational Sharing

– Facilitate Collaboration and Reward It

• Bring in Creative Talent
– Allow New to Affect the Old

– Make Room for Creativity and Innovation

• Learn the Lessons from Execution
– Mistakes

– Successes
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What Does a CKO Actually Do?

• Uncover the lessons we need to learn
– What actually happened and why?

– How were the decisions actually made?

• Package the lessons to be told and re-told
– Get the story line straight and avoid the myths

– Make it a tell-able story/case study

• Justify the ‘why’ we do things
– Give rationale to process and procedure

– Allow change to happen (improvements)
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MCO: Is that in Metric or English?

• Inadequate systems engineering
– Lack of a mission systems engineer during operations (transit to Mars)

• Inadequate ‘what if’ thinking and lack of a ‘fault tree’ type of analysis
– Lack of identification of critical elements such as transition from development to operations

• Unclear project roles and responsibilities
– Lack of sufficient training, clear authority and  responsibility among project and contractors

What happened?

• Launched on Dec. 11, 1998 MCO traveled to 
Mars and entered Martian atmosphere on 
Sept. 23, 1999. Entering too low it probably 
crashed on the surface.

• Software error attributed to the wrong units 
(Metric vs English) being used in a course 
correction formula sent the spacecraft off 
course during transit to Mars. 

• Multiple course corrections were made 
without asking why it was drifting off course.
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NOAA N’: Some Missing Bolts

• Contractor moved operations to California from New York

• Long term program near the end of its life span

• Repetitive work, done before (multiple satellites of this configuration)

• Lack of clear and articulate communication that demands specific answers

• Complacency about following rules and procedure

• Reduced safety staffing levels

What happened?

• In performing a move to the 
nearly done satellite on a 
Saturday morning, the bolts 
were not in place to hold the 
satellite while the cart was 
tilted and it fell on to the floor

• Lack of probing and questioning 
by personnel

• Failure to follow procedures
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CALIPSO: Prove It Will Fail
• Complex organizational structure difficult to reconcile

– Two centers, two countries, two contractors, two types of contracts, two directions from HQ

• Dismissal of dissenting opinions in favor of progress and partnership harmony
– French design not consistent with NASA design standards

• Successful mission that left casualties on the ground
– People left the Agency, multiple project managers, stressed lives

What happened?

• A disagreement about the design of the 
propulsion system fittings though 
technically easy to solve proved 
impossible to solve organizationally. 
Unclear who owned the safety 
requirements

• GSFC Safety and Mission Assurance 
asked to ‘prove it has failed’ to justify 
their opinion

• $10 Million spent on ‘non-problem’
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Clarify the Role for the CKO

• Knowledge is Useful When in Circulation
– Make it Flow

– Give it Meaning (context)

• Build Learning Practices Supported by IT
– Keep the Focus on Learning

– Let Learning Drive IT Requirements

• Lead by Example
– Allow Leaders Opportunity to Model Sharing

– Get Mistakes on the Table to Build Openness
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Knowledge Circulation
Innovation

Questions

Lead to

Conversations spin off

Knowledge
Circulation

Policies &
Processes

Competencies
Human Behaviors

Support Systems
& Requirements
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Enhancing Learning

What I know 
from 

experience

Who I know 
and what they 

know

What 
everybody can 

know

Job 
Rotations

Case 
Studies

Personal 
Reflection

Case-Based 
Training

enriched
by

articulated
through

engaged
through

learning
during

Lessons
Learned

Sharing 
Workshops

broadened
through

referenced
in
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A Pause and Learn…

… a method for reflecting and transferring individual lessons 
from a specific project event among fellow team members.
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Team members meet behind closed 
doors, take off their official “hats” for 
a brief period, and look back on a 
recent event to gain a more thorough 
understanding of what has happened, 
and why.



What Good is a CKO?

• Not needed for technical improvements
• Not needed for LL policy documentation
• Not needed for independent safety backup
• Not needed to investigate mishaps

• NEEDED to address organizational lapses
• NEEDED to address management failings
• NEEDED to address learning from decisions
• NEEDED to address reasons for success
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Know the Reasons for Our Success

Rigorous 
Engineering

Requirements 
Management

Responsible 
Leadership

Risk 
Management

Open 
Discussion 
& Debate
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How to be an Effective CKO

• Understand the Story
– I use a concept mapping technique

– Important thing is to GET THE STORY

• Understand How the Decisions were Made
– Not just second guessing (using hind-sight)

– Know the context, process, and rationale

• Speak to the Organizational Issues
– Everyone knows about them anyway

– Gain credibility and you will learn much more
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What We Have Here Is…
Failure to Communicate
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Columbia Didn’t Fail Them: We Did
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Fit KM Approach to the Organization
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